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SONOSAX will be present at the 140th AES Convention in Paris 

 

We are pleased to exhibit again at the next AES Convention, June 4-7 at Paris’ Palais des Congrès. 

You are more than welcome to visit us on our booth #25 

We will present our full range of products including our new SONOSAX + series as well as our two 
ways active loudspeakers SONOSAX ADN-2A 
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In this issue: 
 
In memoriam Zenon Schoepe p.1 
SONOSAX  at the AES in Paris 
Congratulation to Baylon Fonseca 
 
Fernand Melgar about the SX-R4+ p.2 
  

The Sonosax team was deeply saddened about the sudden death of 
Mr Zenon Schoepe about a month ago. 

All our thoughts to his family and all his colleagues at Resolution. 

With his vision, Zenon made Resolution an outstanding magazine, 
renowned and respected by the entire pro audio industry.  

It was every time an indescribable pleasure to meet him during 
exhibitions, even briefly as he was always rushing from an 
appointment to the next. 

 
Zenon we will miss you during the next AES Convention, but we will 
remember your smile, your wisdom and your solid sense of humour. 

 

Congratulation to Baylon Fonseca for his award  
for Excellence in Recording Arts 

Baylon Fonseca, production sound mixer and sound designer in India 
has grown an impressive filmography; he was laureate at the 10th 
Indian Recording Arts Academy Awards for Excellence in Recording 
Art on the last Zoya Akhtar's movie "Dil Dhadakne Do". 

« I am using a SONOSAX SX ST/8D mixer, which I love. I feel that the 
Sonosax mixer, along with my wireless equipments, is the powerhouse 
of my arsenal. I can’t work without them, and I wouldn’t trade either of 
them for anything in the world. »  

Thank you Baylon for using the SX-ST8D mixer and for the trust you 
place in our products and our company 

More info at: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1598555/ 
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« The SONOSAX SX-R4+  is the Swiss Army knife of portable recorders. This little Swiss-made 
wonder concocted by Sonosax team meets all my requirements even when shooting in solo. » 

« Its ability to connect a MS microphone and 4 wirelesses with direct control of the channels and 
thanks to its intuitive user interface, recording takes with a sound quality the closest to reality while 
filming over the shoulder becomes a breeze. » Fernand Melgar, film maker/director 

 

Fernand Melgar is an autodidact filmmaker, awarded many time for his remarquable 
documentaries, and co-founder of Climage association: more at:  http://climage.ch/en/filmmakers/ 

 


